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Playground rebound
This month we are all  about having fun. The opening of  the new Diamond Creek Playspace,  and the 
announcement that the beloved Gooligulch playground in Wonga Park is to be saved, has us jumping for joy.  
See Page 3 for the plans for playgrounds in Wonga Park and check out the centre pages to see the fun Nillumbik Councillors had 
at the playground opening.   PHOTOS: BILL McAULEY

Pictured: Gooligulch playground to get a new lease of life.
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The WD Bulletin is produced to accompany its main publication, the 
Warrandyte Diary. The WD Bulletin exists to engage and inform our readers 
on the issues that cannot wait until the end of the month, and to connect 
and inform communities across Manningham and Nillumbik.
The WD Bulletin is written with the same passion, community spirit and 
sense of place as you would expect in the Warrandyte Diary.

The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. 
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong 
community character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one 
aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards 
its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary 
carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character 
of the place it serves. The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin reach the 
communities of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park 
Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground, 
Research, Eltham, Donvale, Doncaster and Templestowe.

The WD Bulletin acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands where 
Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation, and pays 
respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and acknowledges 
the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to 
play within our community.  
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Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra River, 
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting 
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of 
the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character 
as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 
1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of 
young painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. 
Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit 
and sense of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This 
newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin are made by the community, for 
the community. They weave a thread through the rich tapestry of individuals, 
community groups, sports clubs, associations and businesses that make 
Warrandyte and the surrounding towns the special place that it is.
Advertising supports the publication by covering printing and production 
costs and associated expenses.
Rates listed below are for the Warrandyte Diary Bulletin only, for advertising in 
the main publication contact info@warrandytediary.com.au or see our website.
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This project received grant funding from the Australian Government, 
through the Australian Communications and Media Authority, under 
the Regional and Small Publishers Innovation Fund.

Warrandyte Diary is a member publication 
of Community Newspaper Association of 
Victoria (CNAV). CNAV is the peak body 
for community, not-for-profit newspapers 
in Victoria.
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community media solutions

• Video
• Livestream
• DTP
• And more...

42kmedia.com.au
vimeo.com/42kmedia

Subscribe now
Get the WD Bulletin straight to 

your inbox

warrandytediary.com.au 
to sign up to our mailing list



Check out our FB to see what we are about.

If you’re interested, we would love to hear 
from you — employment@h2pro.com.au

WE ARE HIRING

We need a 4th year or fully 

qualified maintenance plumber 
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Gooligulch saved
Council rethink Wonga Park playground replacement
AFTER VOCAL reaction from the Wonga Park community, 
as reported in the September Bulletin, Manningham 
Council has listened to concerns and saved Gooligulch.
Gooligulch Playspace, one of Victoria’s hidden treasures 
located in Wonga Park, is set to be restored to its former 
glory.
Based on the Graeme Base book My Grandma Lived in 
Gooligulch, Gooligulch Playspace is a fictional town and 
home to an adventurous grandma who rides kangaroos 
and befriends wombats and emus.
Manningham Council Mayor Andrew Conlon said 
Gooligulch is an iconic Australian themed children’s 
playspace which has attracted locals and travellers for 
decades.
“We recently engaged with the local community on the 
future of Gooligulch and there was a strong emphasis to 
preserve its distinctly Australian identity as created by 
Graeme Base,” Cr Conlon said.
“We’d like to hear from the community on our new 
plan, which we believe will breathe life into the friendly 
characters of Gooligulch and attract a new generation of 

children to the park.” 
Plans include the restoration and revamping of Grandma’s 
House with replaced slides, repainted goannas and emus 
and additional graphic art and sculptures.
“Council officers are working with Graeme Base and the 
original creative team to ensure continuity of the theme 
throughout Gooligulch,” Cr Conlon said.
Other plans include refurbishing the swings, reinstateing 
kangaroo artwork, replacing the existing rockers and 
restoring the clatter bridge.
Council is also seeking community feedback on plans to 
upgrade the playspace at nearby Dudley Reserve in Wonga 
Park.
These plans include new play equipment together with a 
new path, picnic table, and landscape improvements.
Residents and visitors are invited to comment and share 
their views by Friday, March 26 on the planned works 
by visiting:
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/wonga-park-play-spaces 
It is understood that the playspace upgrades will be 
completed by the end of this year.

PHOTOS: BILL McAULEY
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FIRE RESTRICTIONS are scheduled to 
end later this month in Country Fire 
Authority (CFA) areas of Manningham 
and Nillumbuk.
A statement from the CFA said, in the 
latest Australian Seasonal Outlook, 
above average summer rainfall has led 

to a reduced bushfire risk for autumn. 
These conditions have led to a reduced fire activity in both 
grasslands and forests this summer. 
Victoria will continue to experience milder conditions and 
lower bushfire potential over the coming months.
CFA District 13’s Fire Danger Period will end at 1am on 
Monday, March 22 in the following Municipalities:

• City of Knox 
• City of Manningham (CFA area) 
• City of Maroondah (CFA area) 
• Yarra Ranges Council (CFA area)

At 1am, on Monday, March 29, the Fire Danger Period (FDP) 
will end for CFA District 14, which includes the following 
Municipalities:

• City of Melton
• City of Wyndham
• Shire of Nillumbik
• City of Whittlesea
• City of Hume
• City of Banyule

CFA District 13 Acting Assistant Chief Fire Officer Colin 
Brown said the grass is too green in some areas within the 
District for fire to be sustained. 
“Meanwhile other areas may see low intensity fire sustained 
with low flame heights and controlled with minimal effort,” 
he said. 
A/ACFO Brown emphasised that while the FDP is coming to 
an end in some areas, it is still important to remain vigilant. 
“We’re urging everyone to stay safe, whether you’re living 
in or travelling to high bushfire risk areas,” he said. 
CFA District 14 Assistant Chief Fire Officer Christian Thorley 
also reminded people that even though the fire conditions 
are favourable, vigilance is still required.
“Please monitor the conditions on hot, dry and windy days, 
as we may still see some days of elevated fire risk,” he said.
While the Fire Danger Period will come to an end, it is still 
important that residents check the local conditions are safe 
for any burn-off they were considering undertaking. 
“You must register your burn-offs, check weather conditions 
and follow local council laws and regulations.
“Registering your burn-off ensures that if somebody reports 
smoke, the incident will be cross-checked with the burn-
off register, which will then prevent CFA crews wasting 
resources and showing up at your door,” AFCO Thorley said.
Landowners can now register their burn-off online at 
firepermits.vic.gov.au. 

Burn-offs can also be registered by calling 1800 668 511 or 
emailing burnoffs@esta.vic.gov.au.
When conducting burn-offs, remain alert and always have 
resources on hand to extinguish the fire.

Keep your burn off safe and legal
Check fire restrictions in your area and always register your 
burn at www.firepermits.vic.gov.au. 
Check and monitor weather conditions — particularly 
wind.
To avoid unnecessary calls to emergency services, notify 
your neighbours beforehand.
Leave a three-metre fire break, free from flammable 
materials around the burn.
Have sufficient equipment and water to stop the fire 
spreading.
Never leave a burn-off unattended — stay for its entire 
duration.
If your burn-off gets out of control, call 000 immediately.

Fire restrictions to lift in 
Manningham, Nillumbik

THE BULLETIN TEAM are pleased to introduce young 
artist Karolina Larbey from Research.
Karolina is 15 years old and will feature as the 
Bulletin’s young cartoonist in the coming months.
Karolina told us a bit about her inspiration.
“I’ve been drawing ever since I was little.
“Animals were, and still are, by far by favourite things 
to draw.
“Art is an outlet for me to be unapologetically myself 
and share how I view the world”.
For this month, we asked Karolina:
“What does Easter mean to you”.
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CR ANDREW CONLON
AT MANNINGHAM, we’ve been 
busy planning for our parks and 
spaces. 
We are currently seeking community feedback for two 
upgrades planned in Wonga Park and Templestowe Lower. 
Gooligulch playspace in Wonga Park is one of Victoria’s 
hidden treasures. 
It will be restored to its former glory after our community 
provided their feedback late last year. 
Based on the Graeme Base book My Grandma Lived in 
Gooligulch, Gooligulch Playspace is a fictional town and 
home to an adventurous grandma who rides kangaroos and 
befriends wombats and emus. 
Plans include the restoration and revamping of Grandma’s 
House with replaced slides, repainted goannas and emus 
and other graphic art and sculptures. 
You can also have your say on the proposed upgrade of 
Macedon Square in Templestowe Lower. 
The upgrade aims to improve the pedestrian connections, 
footpaths, crossings, outdoor seating areas, laneways and 
roadways within the centre. 
You can find out more and have your say on these proposed 
upgrades at: 
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au. 
At the February Council meeting we were pleased to endorse 
a range of additional COVID-19 relief funding measures to 
support local businesses and community groups. 
The additional funding measures include our new business 
grant program and rent relief for some sporting clubs based 
on their financial hardship. 
Applications for the new business grants are now open, I 
encourage eligible businesses to apply at: 
manninghambusiness.com.au/businessgrants. 
We are committed to community engagement at Manningham 
and at the February Council meeting I was delighted that we 
adopted our new community engagement policy. 
This policy will guide our new community panel, which will 
come together this month. 
The panel will develop recommendations that will help 
shape our community’s future and guide our Council Plan, 
Community Vision, Asset Plan and Financial Plan. 
I ’m ver y  much looking for ward to  seeing their 
recommendations for these plans and the future of 
Manningham. 
Finally, the public is once again allowed to join us in person 
at our monthly Council Meetings. 
However, for those who can’t attend, the meetings are live 
streamed and available for you to watch anytime, you can 
view them here: 
www.manningham.vic.gov.au/events/council-meetings. 
Stay safe, and I look forward to sharing more with you next time. 

CR PETER PERKINS
AS WE CONTINUE to head 
towards COVID-Normal, it’s 
great to see the Shire of Nillumbik 
start to come to life again with events and activities.
I was pleased to join in the official opening celebrations 
this month for the Diamond Creek Regional Playspace 
and Rotary Tram Cafe. 
This project has been many years in the making and a great 
example of collaboration between Council, the Victorian 
Government and the community. 
I’m sure many residents have already tested out the long-
awaited extension of the Diamond Creek Trail to Wattle 
Glen, which opened to the public this month. 
It’s a fantastic shared-use trail and I’m looking forward to 
Stage 2 of the trail to Hurstbridge being completed early 
next year. 
International Women’s Day was celebrated in Nillumbik 
with a virtual event on March 11 and included the 
presentation of our Young Women Leader Awards. 
I congratulate these inspiring young women on their 
significant achievements.
Autumn is always a great month to get out and about, 
and Council is presenting a range of activities in our 
townships to support outdoor dining and our local 
businesses.
A highlight will be the Great Nillumbik Picnic on Sunday 
March 28 in which we encourage people to fill their picnic 
basket with local produce, or pick up some local takeaway 
to enjoy a picnic in one of our local parks. 
There will be roving entertainment at Eltham Lower Park, 
Eltham North Adventure Playground, Diamond Creek 
Regional Playspace and Wattle Place in Hurstbridge. 
We have been really pleased with the feedback we have 
received so far as part of the Our People, Our Place, Our 
Future survey. 
Council teams have been visiting events and places in 
Nillumbik to find out what is important to our community. 
The feedback will be used to help us develop a range of 
key strategic documents this year.
I really encourage as many people as possible to have their 
say, so that the decisions we make are a true reflection 
of what our community wants for the future of our shire. 
You can visit:
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/ourfuture or pick 
up a hard copy survey from the Council offices, Eltham 
Library, Hurstbridge Hub, Eltham Leisure Centre or Living 
& Learning centres. 
We are committed to putting the community at the 
heart of everything we do as highlighted with the recent 
adoption of our Community Engagement Policy.
I wish everyone a safe and happy Easter break.

MAYORAL REPORT



Bulk Billing GPs
MEET OUR new

We are open!

“Long term, reliable GPs you can trust”

Dr Gareth Cooze

Dr Rainbow Fung

Dr Marice Villasenor

� Book online www.warrandytemc.com.au

� 2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte VIC 3113

Phone � 8844 0188

Joining 
soon

walk in patients
welcome
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Will gives back to life savers

BY SANDI MILLER
GOOD FRIDAY is a special day on the calendar for 
Warrandyte CFA volunteer Firefighter Will Hodgson.
It is the day he gets to give back to the place that saved his 
life.
Will told the Bulletin that if it were not for Paediatric 
Surgeon Nate Myers at the Royal Children’s Hospital, he 
would not be here today.
Born with a diaphragmatic hernia, Will’s initial prognosis 
was not good.
“It means that there were a whole heap of organs sitting in 
my lungs,” he said.
He said even today it is a technical operation, but in 1976 
“it was a huge deal”.
Born in Box Hill Hospital, the doctors there struggled to 
keep Will alive.
“Every time they took me off a ventilator, I just dropped my 
bundle,” he said.
He said Box Hill admitted it was beyond them so, while 
Will’s mother Debbie stayed on the Maternity ward at Box 
Hill, Will’s father Ian went with him to the Mercy to try and 
get some answers.
The Mercy too ran out of ideas, telling Ian that Will was not 
going to make it.
“They asked him if he wanted me to be baptised,” said Will.  
Eventually, Mr Nate Myers from the Royal Children’s was 
called in to take a look and told Ian that he had an idea of 
what was wrong with his baby son.
“I went to the Children’s and, thanks to Mr Myers, I came 
out the other side healthy.”
Will spent the next six months at the Children’s and then 
next five years with follow up appointments, travelling in 
from North Warrandyte.
Will said that he is grateful for the life that the Children’s 
Hospital has given him.
“The best thing for me is to acknowledge the sun going 

up in the morning and going down at night, because you 
have been lucky enough to be given a life — through one 
specialist who has been able to identify it — and so now I 
am here.”
Will has since dedicated his life to helping others.
Following the Pound Bend Fires in 1991, at the age of just 
15, Will decided to volunteer with the North Warrandyte 
Fire Brigade and then, when he started his own family, he 
moved across the river to Warrandyte, and transferred to 
Warrandyte CFA.
From the start, he made it a priority to get out to shake tins 
for the Good Friday Appeal, and when North Warrandyte 
didn’t shake tins, he went out with South Warrandyte.
“I jumped across to South Warrandyte to shake tins, with 
Mark Kennedy and Greg Kennedy, and I do remember us 
being underage, but we were shaking the tin and that is all 
that mattered,” he said. 
Will has collected money each year since, and even last 
year when restrictions made it impossible to shake tins, 
Warrandyte CFA set up a virtual tin shake, raising around 
$4,500 for the RCH.
“I think the online collection was a good thing, because 
when Warrandyte shakes a tin, it shakes a tin in Bulleen, so 
we are just picking up commuters, but being online gave an 
opportunity for the Warrandyte community, if they wanted, 
to donate through the Warrandyte Fire Brigade.”
They will have the best of both worlds this year, with the 
virtual tin shake online while brigades will be out collecting 
at intersections across Manningham: Warrandyte at 
Bulleen and Manningham Roads; North Warrandyte at 
Reynolds and Blackburn Roads; and South Warrandyte at 
Mitcham and Springvale Roads.
So, if you are out and about on Good Friday, chip in for 
a great cause, and if you are not, hop online to give to  
“The Kids”.
www.virtualtinshake.com.au

Photo courtesy CFA Media

Will Hodgson (centre) with parents Debbie and Ian Hodgson



Less visits, straighter smile

1 Milne St, Templestowe VIC 3106        (03) 9846 3811 

You can now get the straight teeth you’ve been
wanting with as little as 6 appointments to our
practice. Book online at lavrinortho.com.au.
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A woman with a heart of gold
BY LYNETTE HAYHURST
NORMA SEIP, Croydon resident and one of many fine 
presenters at Warrandyte Diary’s community broadcast 
partner, Radio Eastern 98.1 FM, was awarded the Order of 
Australia this year for service to community health through 
her advocacy and advisory roles.
The Order of Australia is for outstanding service and 
exceptional achievement.
It has been my pleasure spending time with this amazing 
lady, who has a big heart and a love of people and a passion 
to continue giving and serving in her community as long 
as she is able.
Norma’s response to her award is reflected in the piece she 
has written below.

“I was humbled, surprised but also greatly honoured to 
have been awarded an Order of Australia recently.
I grew up in post-war country Victoria.
It was already multi-cultural and had already learnt 
the lessons we, today, seem to find so hard — inclusion, 
support, social justice.
In other words, doing whatever you could to engage and 
support your community.
Most people didn’t have a lot of money and were hard 
working — men and women — but they always had time 
for each other.
A friend was just someone you hadn’t met yet — someone 
you would engage with a smile, a kind word, or eye contact.
Newcomers from all parts of the world were welcomed; 
listened to and valued for who they were — we all learnt 
together.
There was no social media or soapies so our values came 
from our beliefs — our elders and our faith.
Music was always present — men whistling as they walked, 
women singing or humming as they went about their chores.
The dances at the local halls taught us to dance and to mix, 
and to share as each family contributed to supper.
I don’t recall anyone who didn’t go to church where singing 
hymns united us as one community.
I came to Melbourne as a teenager and very much missed 
the sense of community.

It was then, at 15, that I realised the greatest ill we have in 
our world is loneliness.  
There is no vaccine, but it is healed, and prevented, with 
love, kindnesss, and social interaction – that smile, kind 
word, eye contact and inclusion.
It was at that early age I realised that the actions of one 
person can change the world.  
It was a steep learning curve, but I always knew that I was 
in the right place at the right time.
The right place was always the most difficult – often heart 
breaking – but these experiences achieved change.
I am very much a hands-on person, at a grass roots level 
but twenty years ago, my journey changed – for which I 
am forever grateful.  
I acquired a permanent disability which profoundly 
affected many actions that we all take for granted.
I needed to find the positives in this situation – and there 
were many.
I reinvented myself to be the person I now was – I had 
acceptance and found that my capacity to be the best me 
I could be, had also expanded.
I truly understood the needs that were unspoken and often 
hidden away.
I sought to work with the highest level of decisions makers 
to teach them to “hear the unspoken” and by my example, 
show them that every person, every soul, is beautiful.
I have never sought recognition, title or even payment for 
work I am privileged to do.
I don’t even use my name – only Norma, as it is not about 
me and my only concern is the outcome.
Strangely, all my life many people, often strangers, have 
called me Angel Norma.
I figure that “some angels choose cleverly disguised lives 
in time and space, just to help folks get past judging by 
appearances” — Mike Dooley.
Thank you all for your kind words of congratulations and 
let’s all keep ‘painting the clouds with sunshine’ and make 
every day beautiful.”
—Norma



Luna The Moon

Brittany Reukers

Madeleine Cameron 
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Outstanding young women
SOME OF NILLUMBIK’S most outstanding young women 
have been recognised at Nillumbik Shire Council’s Young 
Women Leader Awards.
The awards, which were presented at Council’s annual 
International Women’s Day event, celebrate the significant 
achievements of young women in the Nillumbik community.
The awards were announced in the following categories:

• Young Woman of the Year — Madeleine Cameron 
• Young Creative Leaders — Luna The Moon 
• Young Sports Leader — Shania John 
• Young Business Leader — Brittany Reukers

Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins congratulated the young 

women and thanked them for their significant contributions 
to the community.
“These awards continue to be an important part of our 
calendar and celebrate the young women of Nillumbik 
whose leadership skills benefit us all in many ways,” Cr 
Perkins said.
“I congratulate both the award recipients and the many 
others who were nominated.
“All of their stories were inspiring and signal a bright future 
ahead.”
Deputy Mayor Frances Eyre said it was important to provide 
recognition through programs such as the Young Leaders 
Awards.
“We hope these awards encourage and inspire young 
women to feel empowered to take on leadership roles at 
school, work and in the community,” Cr Eyre said.

Future Leaders
To further encourage women leaders of the future, 
applications are now open for a program to develop 
emerging women leaders in the Nillumbik community.
Nillumbik Shire Council has launched a new program to 
support women leaders to make a real difference in the 
community.
Cr Eyre said Council wanted to support women on their 
leadership journey.
“We hope to give women the skills and knowledge to help 
make a real difference in our community, whether it be 
socially, professionally or through our schools,” Cr Eyre 
said.
Women will learn a range of skills from experts in health, 
wellbeing and leadership to develop and deliver a 
community project.
There will be mentoring and coaching opportunities as well 
as the chance to network and collaborate.
The eight-week program commences May 1, 2021.
“We are looking for a diverse range of women to join — 
whether they are aged 18–88, from Eltham to Panton Hill, 
an established leader or just starting out — we encourage 
anyone with a passion for their community to apply,” Cr 
Eyre said.
The program is open to women, girls and individuals who 
identify as female aged 18 years and over, and who live, 
work, volunteer, study or play in Nillumbik.
Applications close on Sunday, April 11, 2021 at: 
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/women-leaders-program

Shania John
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Diamond Creek Regional 
Playspace officially opened

AFTER 10 years in the planning, the Diamond Creek 
Regional Playspace has been officially opened.
Member for Yan Yean, Danielle Green opened the playspace 
on behalf of Local Government Minister Shaun Leane, 
cutting the ribbon with Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins, 
Member for Eltham, Vicki Ward and Nillumbik Councillors 
at a ribbon-cutting ceremony in early March.
The 2020 School Captains and leaders of Diamond Creek, 
Diamond Creek East, Wattle Glen and Sacred Heart 
Diamond Creek Primary Schools also assisted in the ribbon 
cutting ceremony and plaque reveal.
Mayor, Cr Peter Perkins said the playspace, which references 
Diamond Creek’s gold mining history, has already proven 
to be one of the most popular playgrounds in Melbourne’s 
northeast since its completion late last year.
“The playspace has really helped to put Diamond Creek on 
the map, and people are travelling from across Melbourne 
to experience what we are lucky enough to be able to enjoy 
in our own backyard.
“More than 10 years in the making, this project has 
revitalised an underutilised area of the Diamond Creek 
Reserve, and will be enjoyed by families local and from afar, 
for generations to come,” said Cr Perkins.
The $2.5 million playspace was funded by the Victorian 
Government through the Growing Suburbs Fund, and Cr 
Perkins thanked the Victorian Government, Danielle Green 
and Eltham MP Vicki Ward for their support in making a 
long-term vision for the area a reality.
“This is one of many local infrastructure projects across the 

Shire — including the extension of the Diamond Creek Trail 
to Hurstbridge, the new Diamond Creek Netball Pavilion 
and the Marngrook Oval Pavilion — that have been made 
possible by Victorian Government support, which has 
totalled $35 million since 2017,” Cr Perkins said.
A key attraction of the playspace, the Tram Café, was also 
opened by Danielle Green, Vicki Ward, Cr Perkins and 
members of the Rotary Club of Diamond Creek.
The Diamond Creek Rotary Tram Project saw a retired 
W-Class Yarra tram from the Victorian Government 
beautifully restored and transformed into a café with the 
support of Nillumbik Shire Council, sponsors including 
Plenty Valley Financial Services (Bendigo Bank) and many 
other members of the community.
The playspace has been a huge collaboration with many 
other community groups.
The Diamond Valley Lions raised almost $24,000 to provide 
the two popular barbecue shelters and another $36,000 
for the fitness stations, while Diamond Creek Men’s Shed 
built the nesting boxes that have been placed in trees in 
the reserve.
The Diamond Creek Labyrinth in the reserve off Watkins 
Street, was also completed as part of the playspace project.
The Labyrinth, which was initiated by OM:NI (Older Men, 
New Ideas) Diamond Creek, provides visitors with the 
opportunity for meditation and quiet reflection while 
following the stone path into the centre and out again.
For more information on the playspace, go to 
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/diamond-creek-playspace

Danielle Green MP, Mayor Peter Perkins and Vicki Ward MP cut the ribbon at Diamond Creek Play Space
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Mayor Perkins opens the Tram Cafe

Deputy Mayor Francis Eyre gets in the swing of it

Cr Geoff Paine off to a flying start

Cr Ben Ramcharan spreads his wings

Mayor Perkins test pilots the flying fox

Lions sausage sizzle Kids have some bubble fun
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Grand strategy in space

BY SAM BROWN
YOU’VE MASTERED the subtle art of grand strategy on Earth. 
Able to outfox, out-think, and out manoeuvre any Terran 
opponent — AI or human. 
But how will you go in the vast reaches of space when 
unfathomable races with even more impenetrable 
technology contest your every move to find your rightful 
place among the stars?
Do you have the strategic thinking skills to build a single, 
puny star system into a vast intergalactic space empire?  
Stellaris — an explore, develop, expand, and conquer grand 
strategy space game from Paradox—allows you to find out. 
As the custodian of a newly minted space empire of avian, 
fungoid, reptilian, or mammalian creatures, you need to 
gather resources, research technology, and expand into 
neighbouring systems to increase your real estate, reach, 
and power. 
All in real-time. 
The fog of war is strong in this one; you are surrounded by 
the blackness of space and only exploration will gradually 
reveal what it hides. 
So, the emphasis in the early game is on exploration 
technologies and resources that speed up travel and make 
exploration more efficient. 
Once you have discovered a new system, you need to decide 
whether it is worth the cost and effort to colonise its planets 
— if you can. 
Ocean systems, desert planets or continental worlds: what 
you can immediately colonise depends on your race. 
Most times, you will have to research special technology 
to survive in more inhospitable environments — and that 
means more money and diverting scarce resources.
Is it worth it? 
All part of the decision matrix that makes Stellaris so 
addictive.  
Expanding in a sustainable way is a careful balance of 
growing income and effectively spending it. 
Expand too quickly, colonise too haphazardly, or fail to act 
in a strategic manner, and you will quickly runout of money 
and steam — and your plans for intergalactic domination 
will crumble into moon dust.            
Make no mistake: this is a race. 

Unlike the real world, there is absolutely no question about 
whether you are the only ones out there. 
You are not: others are as busy as you, expanding and 
discovering new systems. 
A fact you’ll only discover when one of your exploration 
ships bumps into another expanding empire of unknown 
strength or type. 
Suddenly the system you thought was yours for the taking 
is contested space — and you are rubbing shoulders with 
strange beings with names like Vool Nation, Eckwynian 
Polity and Federation of Mathonis.      
Because this game is from Paradox, you just know dealing 
with these rival empires is going to be tricky. 
If you’re lucky, they’ll be peace-loving merchants and you 
can trade and breathe again. 
Be unlucky, and your new neighbours are warlike fungoids 
with a penchant for combat and superior technology that’ll 
make your virtual life one long misery. 
Be really unlucky, and you’ll disturb strange, angry, 
pulsating beings of some fallen empire that randomly dot 
the cosmos with vastly superior technology — and watch 
your systems gobbled up one by one. 
In that case, you must divert all your resources to military 
technology and hope that you have enough time to address 
the technology gap. 
Many times, you won’t and your game will end in a blaze 
of enemy fleets with planet destroying weapons.   
It is this interaction and dynamic contest in deep space that 
makes Stellaris such an intriguing experience. 
All the tools you need to triumph are there: diplomacy, 
control over your systems’ development, ways to discover 
new, game winning technologies. 
But can you wield them into a cohesive whole? 
Grab your spaceship and find out!         

ABOUT SAM

Sam Brown is a Warrandyte writer with journalism, military 
and Commonwealth agency experience.
He loves history and has been playing computer simulations 
for more than 20 years, with a particular fondness for high-
fidelity PC military simulations and wargames, where he 
tries to apply his real-world military experience.
Sadly, this is frequently unsuccessful in the virtual world, for 
he has been outfoxed by cunning missile battery operators 
and had to take to the parachute more times than he cares 
to recall.

PLAYER ONE

Images courtesy 
Steam/Paradox
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Macedon Square Streetscape Upgrade 
BY STEPHANIE CARAGLANIS
MACEDON Square has remained a vibrant hub for 
Manningham residents for over 50 years — now it is time 
for an overdue makeover.
In August 2020, Manningham Council released two concept 
designs for an upgrade to the Macedon Square Streetscape, 
one including an open space concept (Option B) and one 
without (Option A).
The upgrade seeks to improve the public realm and 
rejuvenate the centre by addressing existing issues 
associated with aging infrastructure.
Both concept designs aim to address safety concerns within 
the centre by employing a new angled bay parking layout, as 
well as ensuring cars exit on Macedon Road in one direction.
Both options will also bring new paving, flora and outdoor 
spaces — however, Option B takes these changes to the 
next level by adding spaces suited for public gatherings, 
picnic tables and open lawns to draw in more community 
engagement.
After the extended consultation period concluded on 
November 15, 2020, a total of 108 responses were collected.
61 per cent were in favour of Option B, 26 per cent in favour 
of Option A and 13 per cent did not express preference.
Although the majority ruled for Option B, traders in 
Macedon Square expressed concern for both options and 
the potential detriment the upgrade could cause to the 
community space.

The Bulletin spoke to Gary Cyganek, owner of Egon’s 
Bakery, who is passionate about putting forth an “Option C”.
“We’re putting forward our Option C to say we reject both of 
these options — we have the support of 29 out of 32 shops 
in the centre,” he said.
Mr Cyganek went on to say traders in the centre feel as 
though safety concerns are not being properly addressed, 
particularly regarding the proposed new car park.
“Safety is most paramount.”
The Bulletin reached out to Manningham Council for 
additional information regarding this matter.
Manningham Director of City Planning and Community, 
Angelo Kourambas said the proposed concept plans have 
been designed with visitors in mind, including people of 
all ages and abilities.
Businesses have expressed concerns regarding how 
delivery vehicles will fit into these new parking spaces and 
the potential overhang of these vehicles causing accidents.
Mr Cyganek stresses the need for delivery accessibility 
from the front and rear, as some businesses are not suited 
to take deliveries from rear loading docks — including 
Australia Post.
“Only some shops are set up to take deliveries from the rear; 
this is a priority for the whole community.
“The proposed car parking aisle widths for angled parking 
within the centre are wider than the recommended 
Australian Standard for this style of shopping centre.
“Larger delivery vehicles will not be permitted to park in 

Artists impressions courtesy Manningham Council

Option A
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the angled parking bays along Macedon Road,” he said.
Mr Kourambas said Council would consider providing 
spaces within the main car park for regular delivery vans.
Council’s plan to realign the roadway, creating a single 
directional flow of traffic through the centre, aims to reduce 
traffic congestion and issues with vehicles attempting to 
access the same car space from opposite directions.
With a narrower roadway, business owners are anxious 
about potential collisions due to visibility issues, in the 
event multiple cars are trying to back out at once.
According to traders, accidents within the centre are 
common — particularly among elderly patrons.

Parking pains
Parking availability for traders in the centre has been a sore 
point for several years.
Currently, there are 133 car spaces in the centre — Option 
A would result in a loss of four car spaces while Option B 
would incur a loss of six.
For business owners, 133 car spaces has simply never been 
enough to cater for the needs of traders and customers alike.
In an independent traffic and car park study undertaken 
in 2017, it was reported that the perception of low parking 
availability within Macedon Square is a factor of uneven 
parking distributions, citing that certain areas are operating 
at full occupancy whilst others are operating at less than 
half.
Council suggests that areas such as the ALDI basement car 
park, off street parking near McGahy Street, and parking 
area to the rear of Woolworths Lower Templestowe should 
host ample room for shoppers to park.

“It is considered that a loss of between four to six spaces 
could reasonably be offset by higher utilisation of other 
parking areas” Mr Kourambas said.
For traders and shoppers who wish to use services provided 
in the square alone, parking in these further off-site 
locations can prove to be inconvenient.
Extra parking in the square itself would be a welcomed 
addition for many.
Mr Cyganek wants Council and the traffic engineers to 
come up with a more functional solution.
“We want the traffic engineers to sit down with them [the 
council] to see how we can actually maximise our parking 
possibilities.
“We want them to use the abundant open space we already 
do have, to put spaces for people to sit,” said Mr Cyganek.
Consultation closes at 5pm on Thursday, April 8, 2021 
— in the meantime, Council is encouraging community 
members to get involved and have their say.
“Council is currently seeking community input on the 
proposed concept plans.
“Based on feedback received, Council will consider further 
suggestions from the community as part of its detailed 
design process,” said Mr Kourambas
Community members are invited to attend a drop-
in session with Councillors and council officers on 
Saturday, March 27, 2021, from 10am to 12pm at 
Macedon Square, Lower Templestowe.
Additionally, you can have your say at: 
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/macedon-square-
streetscape-upgrade

Option B
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Fruit fly invasion in the Shire
BY JAMES POYNER
FOLLOWING a resurgence of Queensland Fruit Fly (QFF) 
in outer Melbourne, it is important to identify and destroy 
this harmful pest. 
Last year Nillumbik Council released a series of informative 
videos to help residents identify and manage the invasive 
pest, and now is timely to remind ourselves of the signs.
With the ability to lay up to 100 eggs per day and only a 
14 day lifecycle from insemination to fully grown adult, 
an unchecked and uncontained population of QFF can 
have a devastating impact on fruit growers, whether they 
have one small tree on their balcony or are a large-scale 
commercial operation.
The three informative videos produced by Nillumbik 
Council cover how to identify, monitor and trap QFF.
Agriculture Victoria also have a comprehensive guide to 
managing QFF in your garden and hosted a webinar which 
is available to watch.
Popular, locally grown fruit which is known to host QFF 
includes apples, lemons, limes, strawberries and tomatoes.
The complete list of QFF host fruits is available on the 
Agriculture Victoria website which lists around 80 species 
of fruit.
The fruit flies are active in spring, when sunset temperatures 
exceed 16 degrees centigrade and remain active over 
summer and autumn.
QFF have also been known to survive winter by taking 
refuge in sheltered areas such as buildings and trees.
So the next few months are an important time to break the 
cycle, while they are dormant.
Right now, there are a number of steps anyone who grows 
fruit, on whatever scale, should be taking to reduce the 
risk of QFF:

• Prune host plants regularly to a manageable height — 
so all the fruit can be easily picked and the trees can 
be netted with exclusion netting if need be.

• Harvest all ripe fruit and “fruiting vegetables” from 
the host plants before it has a chance to fall onto 
the ground (fruiting vegetables includes tomatoes, 
chillies, capsicums, eggplants, et cetera).

• Collect fallen fruit immediately and dispose of it in 
the general waste (not compost).

• Suspect infested fruit needs to be treated (cooked or 
frozen) before disposal.

• Remove your unwanted or unmanaged host plants 
— including blackberries and unmanageable 
ornamental fruiting plants.

• Carefully examine the fruit for pests and diseases 
before sharing and swapping fruit with friends. 
Movement of fruit from place to place is how pests 
and diseases are most commonly spread.

• Avoid transporting any fresh produce into the area 
from known QFF areas such as Northern Victoria, 
NSW, and QLD — this prevents new incursions.

• Prepare and deploy (when appropriate) traps, and 
bait spray. These are available commercially or you 
can make your own.

As with most environmental hazards, be they fruit fly, deer 
or bushfire — knowledge and preparation is key.
Visit the Participate Nillumbik website (see below) for 
information on how to identify and deal with Queensland 
Fruit Fly.
There is also contact information to report any known 
instances of QFF in Nillumbik.
If you have found QFF in your harvest this season you may 
put a sample in a sealed bag in the fridge and text an image 
of it to Council’s Land Management Officer on 0456 708 525.
Council can support you to ID the pest and provide 
information to assist you to eradicate it.
For more information visit: 
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/qff
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/Environment/Pest-animals
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Books for change: starting young

BY MEERA GOVIL
HERE AT ELTHAMbookshop, we have just put together 
a thought-provoking parcel of books for Eltham Primary 
School as they build their resources to inform students 
and the school community of the urgent need for action 
to combat climate change. 
It is normal to feel overwhelmed and hopeless when it 
comes to environmental destruction and climate change, 
especially considering the events recently. 
But it is more important than ever to act. 
Here we share some reviews of books that will help family 
conversations and collective action. 
These books make us think deeply about and connect with 
our world.

Never Get Bored Outdoors
A greater appreciation of the natural 
world, all its beauty and wonder, will 
help bring this cause closer to the heart. 
Whoever opens this book will unearth 
an amazing hoard of fun things to do 
outdoors, throughout summer — and the 
other seasons too. 
Whether you’re in a garden or at the park, 

up a hill or by the sea, walking through a forest or down a 
city street, there’ll never be a dull moment outdoors again 
if you have this book.

The Plastic Problem: 60 Small Ways to  
Reduce Waste and Help Save the Earth

The climate crisis is sometimes hard for children to 
understand and grapple with. 
The Plastic Problem will help empower young ones through 
education: in our small everyday actions, we decide the 
kind of world we want to live in. 
The perfect book for inspiring kids to join the cause, 
providing tips such as how to carry your lunch, recycle your 
clothes, and reuse items.

How to Make a Better World
If you are a kid with big dreams and a 
passion for what is right, you’re a world-
changer in the making. 
This fun and inspiring guide to making 
the world a better place and becoming a 
good citizen is packed with ideas and tips 
for kids who want to know how to make 
a difference. 

Through ideas as small as creating a neighbourhood 
lending library to as important as public speaking and 
how to talk about politics, How to Make a Better World is a 
practical guide to activism for awesome kids.

HOPE: 50 Ways to Help Our Planet Every Day
Open your eyes, take a look around and 
help our planet every day. 
This is a short yet comprehensive guide to 
how our everyday actions can be guided 
by our concern. 
Along with stories from Aussie kids 
about how they make their own personal 
impact, this book contains easy and 

practical tips for how your home, school or community can 
become climate conscious and empowered.

The Last Bear
This middle-grade book brings a dream 
to life: making friends with a polar bear. 
There are no polar bears left on Bear 
Island. 
At least, that’s what April’s father tells her 
when his scientific research takes them to 
this remote Arctic outpost for six months. 
But one endless summer night, April 
meets one. 

He is starving, lonely and a long way from home. 
Determined to save him, April begins the most important 
journey of her life… 
This moving story will win the hearts of children the world 
over and show them that no one is too young or insignificant 
to make a difference. 

BOOK NOOK
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Protecting your data (Part 1)

BY ADAM GOUDGE
IT HAS BEEN a problem that has existed since the invention 
of business itself, but in this work-from-home world we live 
in now the question of how to protect business data is once 
again top of mind.
With staff working from home, it is inevitable that they 
will end up with sensitive business data stored in an un-
controlled environment either on their own computer 
equipment or on company owned equipment with few 
protections.
In my career I have had the opportunity to see and 
understand how large, highly secure government 
departments handle this situation.  
In the most extreme example, I was invited to see how one 
of the most technically advanced Federal Government 
organisations in this country operates, I am not allowed to 
tell you who they are, but I can tell you that they fall under 
the banner of National Defence.  
Now what I got to see was strictly controlled, it is not like 
they were giving away national secrets or anything, but the 
purpose of my visit, along with the other attendees, was to 
get an idea of what it takes to truly achieve data security; 
security in the sense of only allowing authorised people to 
access said data.
What I learned was it is really is not possible to fully secure 
your data, unless you are prepared to go to extreme lengths.
I’ll tell you soon how the unnamed Government Department 
did it, but first let’s look at some of the basic concepts at play.
Just about every business generates confidential data, in 
some cases that data is very private and personal in nature, 
such as medical and financial records and in other cases 
there are trade secrets to worry about, no matter what it is, 
it is up to the leaders of each business to do their best to 
protect that data.  
There are laws now that make it mandatory for a business 
to report any breach or suspected breach of personally 
identifiable information.  
Let’s start with the basics — how do we prevent unauthorised 
access to this data?

Identity management
At the most basic level data is protected by a username and 
password combination, so it’s been drilled into us for the 
last 25+ years: “don’t ever give your password to anyone 
else.”  
Passwords, combined with that message of secrecy, 
served small business well for a very long time, but in this 
connected world of ours, it’s no longer enough, so some 
bright spark invented Multi-Factor-Authentication (MFA).  
Username and passwords are things that a user knows, MFA 
adds an extra element — something that they have, often 
in the form of a random ever changing number.
It is not really possible to guess what the number is going 
to be at any given moment.  

In this way MFA expands on Identity Management by 
requiring the user to both know something (their password) 
and simultaneously have something (their MFA app or 
token).
For most businesses, a properly implemented MFA system 
is good enough protection to prevent unauthorised people 
from accessing their data.

The threat from within
The real problem for businesses today is not so much about 
protecting their data from attack by external forces, we have 
got some pretty good systems to prevent the bad guys from 
getting in, but what about your own staff?
More specifically, what about disgruntled staff and soon-
to-be ex-staff members?  
What is to stop them from copying your sensitive business 
information?
About 15 years ago, I was attending a Microsoft seminar 
where they were talking about the latest and greatest 
technologies that they were working on.
They were talking about some new tech, which allowed 
controls to be set on electronic documents and emails 
which limited what could be done with them.  
For instance, you could create a Word document but set it 
so that it was impossible for someone to print it, email it or 
copy it to another location like a USB stick, even screenshots 
were preventable.  
The audience were amazed, now suddenly, those in control 
of super-sensitive documents could have even greater 
control over how they can be used.  
The amazement abated pretty quickly as one savvy 
audience member pointed out that all this great tech 
couldn’t stop someone from taking a photo of the protected 
document and it certainly couldn’t stop someone from 
simply re-writing the protected document in a brand new 
unprotected document.
This experience taught me that we can create some pretty 
cool tech to protect data for the good guys, but the bad 
guys will always find a way to get around any restrictions 
put in place.  
The moment you make a document or any other data 
available to any other person is the same moment that 
you permanently and irrevocably lose control of that data.
The disappointing reality is that there are no practical 
steps you can take to prevent a disgruntled employee 
from copying and doing as they please with your sensitive 
business data.  
The best you can do is make sure you have a legally 
enforceable agreement with your staff, usually as a clause in 
an employment contract that prohibits them from misusing 
company data.

How the pros do it
So now I have just finished telling you how it is impossible 
to properly protect your sensitive business data, I probably 
should qualify that statement by adding the word “practical” 
— for the typical Aussie business, there is no practical way 
to fully protect your sensitive business data.  
With staff working from home, it is easier than ever for them 

DOT COM
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to make copies of sensitive data, but the threat has always 
been there, regardless of where they work.
There is one completely impractical way to do it that I know.  
The most sensitive data in the world is kept in a dedicated 
facility with strict access controls.  
The facility that I was lucky enough to see looked much 
like any other office once you were inside, but with a few 
key differences.  
Before entering, I had to pass through a security check 
point.
At this checkpoint I had to surrender all electronic 
equipment, they even took my sunnies, and there was an 
armed guard.
They checked my shoes and they patted me down after 
passing through a metal detector.  
I was not allowed to take anything in with me, not even a 
pen and notepad.  
Once inside I saw a series of standard looking desktop 
computers setup in little cubicles, arranged in such a way 
that only the person sitting in front of any of the computers 
could see the monitors — there were cameras everywhere 
watching us.  
We didn’t get to use the computers, or go anywhere near 
them, but we were told that they were connected to a 

segmented network that was only accessible from within 
that room.
Of course, that network was not connected to the internet.  
When we left the room we were searched again before our 
mobile phones and other items were handed back to us.  
Was it secure? 
You bet your arse it was secure, but was it practical?  
Not a chance.
Could you imagine even trying to implement security like 
this for a typical Aussie business?
Coming up in Part 2 of this article we will explore some 
practical policies and procedures that you can implement 
to help your business cope with staff who use their own 
devices (BYOD) for work.
If you have an I.T. topic you’d like to learn more about let 
us know by emailing editor@warrandytediary.com.au

ABOUT ADAM

Adam has lived in Warrandyte for 7 years and founded his 
company in 2005.
Australia Wide I.T. specialises in providing I.T. support and 
security services for businesses all over Australia.  
For help and support phone 1300 350 509.

Federal plan for domestic waste
THE AUSTRALIAN Local Government Association (ALGA) 
has hailed the Federal Government’s National Plastics 
Plan 2021 as an important milestone on the road to a more 
environmentally and economically sustainable future. 
Released following long-standing ALGA advocacy for 
stronger action on national waste reduction and recycling, 
the plan will help achieve many of the 2020 National 
Waste Policy Action Plan targets endorsed by Australia’s 
Environment Ministers. 
ALGA President Linda Scott said: “Better waste 
management represents a billion-dollar economic 
opportunity for Australia. 
“Done well, it will lead to a greater recovery of valuable and 
finite resources, create thousands of new jobs, and protect 
fragile ecosystems from the scourge of single-use plastics.” 
“We broadly welcome this plan as an opportunity for the 
Commonwealth to better engage with and enable local 
government to make further progress on managing waste 
sustainably and responsibly,” Cr Scott said. 
Australia’s 537 local councils manage around 26 per cent 
of Australian waste annually, either directly or through 
contractual arrangements. 
Each year, local governments collect around 9.7 million 
tonnes of waste from kerbside bin services, sort it at 
material recovery facilities (MRFs), and dispatch what can 
be recycled to reprocessing facilities.
The cost to councils is an estimated $3.5 billion annually. 
The Federal Government’s commitment to the National 
Plastic plan includes: 

• Phasing out problematic and unnecessary plastics 
such as expanded polystyrene (EPS);

• working with industry to deliver national packaging 
targets;

• investing in new plastics product stewardship 
schemes; and 

• strengthening Commonwealth procurement rules 
to kickstart demand and an initial “pull-through” 
for recycled materials. 

A further commitment by the Federal Government to 
“work with the states and territories to harmonise kerbside 
recycling collection” has, however, raised concerns across 
local government. 
Creating the same bins for every area of Australia without 
significant additional funding for local governments is 
not a practical way to achieve increased recycling,” Cr 
Scott said 
“A one-size-fits-all approach assumes Australian homes 
are the same size and ignores the reality that Materials 
Recovery Facilities vary enormously in capacity and 
capability across Australia. 
“Bins that are designed for the Port Macquarie-Hastings 
local government area may not be the best fit for the Town 
of Port Hedland,” she said. 
Besides managing the collection of nearly 10 million 
tonnes of household waste annually, local government 
also dedicates resources to administering community 
waste-education programs, collecting litter, addressing 
illegal rubbish dumping, and ensuring compliance with 
waste bylaws. 
“Councils are proud to do all we can to support reducing 
waste and boosting recycling and stand ready to do more 
when funded by the Commonwealth,” Cr Scott said. 
“I will continue to advocate for the Commonwealth to 
leverage its funding to states and territories and industry 
to maximise recycling to create jobs and reduce waste 
costs for our communities,” she added.
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